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SHORT JUSTIFICATION

Introduction

We support the general thrust of the Commission proposal and think it is a good basis on 
which to build pro-active legislation.

There is room for improvement of the proposal, in order to better defend consumer rights and 
make it more sustainable from an industry perspective.

This will be an opportunity for the European Parliament to show it can broker a fair deal for 
operators and, most importantly, consumers.

Rationale

There is an evident market failure in the roaming sector and it needs to be addressed.

Consumers, especially the most vulnerable, are entitled to be protected.  Nevertheless, 
consumers are smart and can decide for themselves.  Our role is not to make a decision for 
them but to give them full information, prevent abuses and allow them to make a fully 
informed decision.

Operators, many of which have invested heavily and improved telecommunications in 
Europe, are entitled to make a fair and legitimate profit.

There should be more competition, with both small and large operators in the market, thus 
offering consumers high-level services at a fair price.

The long-term vision is of an effective European internal market in telecommunications.

Principles

Transparency
A clear, transparent and sustainable solution, with no hidden surprises for consumers.

Simplicity
An understandable and straight-forward Regulation.

Flexibility
Consumers should be given full information in order to be able to decide between the various 
offers which operators make.

Specific Issues

Transparency

We are proposing a "push" SMS information system, whereby consumers will automatically 
receive an SMS with abridged information once they register on a network.  
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Full information should be available free of charge by means of a "pull" SMS system and via 
voice call.

Consumers should be given the possibility to opt-out of receiving "push" information at any 
time.  

There are specific provisions for persons with disability (visually-impaired).

Wholesale

We are proposing one wholesale cap, which simplifies the system and on which there is a 
broad agreement in Parliament, with the Commission and in Council.

Retail

Retail regulation is necessary to make sure that savings are passed on to consumers.

Regulation should not lead to a single offer across the market.  We are thus in favour of 
adequately reviewing caps to take into consideration the relevant overheads and allow 
competition while not jeopardising consumer interests.

Flexibility

We want more competition at fairer prices.  Consumers should be able to choose between 
different packages, while safeguarded from unfair prices.  That is why we propose a system 
whereby all new consumers will by default be put on a Consumer Protection Tariff.  Given 
full information, consumers will be able to choose whether to keep this tariff or opt for 
something else.

Simplicity

The Regulation should provide a maximum price over which consumers will not be charged 
unless they make an informed choice about an alternative.  This maximum price will be a 
single one across the European Union.  It will be a clear and tangible achievement of the 
European Parliament in favour of consumers.

National Prices

We are making it clear that given that as legislators we are showing the necessary flexibility, 
re-balancing of national tariffs by operators in order to make up for lost revenue on roaming 
will not be acceptable and will be open to scrutiny.

Smaller, Independent Operators

There does not seem to be an economic argument to back the emotional and sensitive issue of 
some smaller, independent operators asking for a non-discrimination clause whereby a small 
operator would be charged the same wholesale tariff by another operator as the one offered to 
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a larger operator (maybe of the same network).  There is reason to believe that with such a 
provision, wholesale prices would stabilise at the higher end, and in some cases they could 
reduce the bargaining power of smaller operators.

This is a problem that already exists and has not been caused by the proposed Regulation.  
Similarly, the proposed Regulation is not the ideal medium to address it.

Even though there might be issues for competition authorities, that procedure might not be 
carried out expediently enough to be effective.

Thus, given the fact that we regard smaller, independent operators as essential for 
competition, we are asking the Commission to analyse the problem and present a proposal 
within 12 months.

SMS, MMS and data

The analysis made by the Commission is limited to voice telephony.  There is no analysis of 
the situation in the SMS, MMS and data markets, which are of a different nature even 
amongst them.

Regulation absent analysis would breach the principles of Better Regulation, would make the 
Regulation vulnerable, and would effectively delay legislation by at least one year.
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AMENDMENTS

The Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection calls on the Committee on 
Industry, Research and Energy, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following 
amendments in its report:

Text proposed by the Commission1 Amendments by Parliament

Amendment 1
RECITAL 1

(1) The high level of the prices payable by 
users of public mobile telephone networks 
when using their mobile telephones when 
travelling abroad within the Community is a 
matter of concern for national regulatory 
authorities. The European Regulators Group 
noted at its plenary meeting in May 2005 
(inter alia) that retail charges were very high 
without clear justification; that this appeared 
to result both from high wholesale charges 
levied by the foreign host network operator 
and also, in many cases, from high retail 
mark-ups charged by the customer’s own 
network operator; that reductions in 
wholesale charges were often not passed 
through to the retail customer; and that there 
were strong linkages between the markets in 
the different Member States.

(1) Many operators have recently 
introduced tariff schemes reducing 
roaming charges to consumers. 
Nevertheless, the high level of the prices 
payable by users of public mobile telephone 
networks when using their mobile 
telephones when travelling abroad within the 
Community remains a matter of concern for 
national regulatory authorities, as well as for 
consumer organisations and the European 
Parliament. The European Regulators 
Group noted at its plenary meeting in May 
2005 (inter alia) that retail charges were very 
high without clear justification; that this 
appeared to result both from high wholesale 
charges levied by the foreign host network 
operator and also, in many cases, from high 
retail mark-ups charged by the customer’s 
own network operator; that reductions in 
wholesale charges were often not passed 
through to the retail customer; and that there 
were strong linkages between the markets in 
the different Member States.

Justification
To reflect the current situation.

Amendment 2
RECITAL 9

1 OJ C ... /Not yet published in OJ.
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(9) Although the 2002 regulatory 
framework for electronic communications, 
on the basis of considerations apparent at 
that time, provided for the removal of all 
obstacles to trade in the area that it 
harmonises, that fact cannot prevent the 
adaptation of the harmonised rules in step 
with other considerations in order to find 
the most effective means of achieving a high 
level of consumer protection whilst 
improving the conditions for the 
functioning of the internal market.

(9) The 2002 regulatory framework for 
electronic communications, on the basis of 
considerations apparent at that time, aimed 
at removing all barriers to trade between 
Member States in the area that it 
harmonises, inter alia as regards measures 
which affect prices for users in other 
Member States. However, this should not 
prevent the adaptation of the harmonised 
rules where, in the light of experience, such 
adaptation proves necessary in order to 
improve the conditions for the functioning 
of the internal market and at the same time 
to provide more effective means of 
achieving a high level of consumer 
protection.

Justification

To highlight the impact of the proposal on the functioning of internal market and on 
consumer protection.

Amendment 3
RECITAL 10

(10) It is therefore necessary to amend the 
2002 regulatory framework for electronic 
communications to allow for a departure 
from the rules otherwise applicable, namely 
that prices for service offerings should be 
determined by commercial agreement in 
the absence of significant market power, 
and thereby to accommodate the 
introduction of complementary regulatory 
obligations which reflect the specific 
characteristics of international roaming 
services.

(10) The 2002 regulatory framework for 
electronic communications should 
accordingly be completed by specific rules 
on international roaming services. Those 
specific rules should include 
complementary regulatory obligations which 
reflect the particular characteristics of 
international roaming services.

Justification

See justification to recital 9.

Amendment 4
RECITAL 11
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(11) The retail and wholesale roaming 
markets exhibit unique characteristics 
which justify exceptional measures which 
go beyond the mechanisms otherwise 
available under the 2002 regulatory 
framework. 

deleted

Amendment 5
RECITAL 12

(12) Regulatory obligations should be 
imposed at both retail and wholesale level to 
protect the interests of roaming customers, 
since experience has shown that reductions 
in wholesale prices for international roaming 
services may not be reflected in lower retail 
prices for roaming, due to the absence of 
incentives to do so. On the other hand, 
action to reduce the level of retail prices 
without addressing the level of the wholesale 
costs associated with the provision of these 
services could risk disrupting the orderly 
functioning of the international roaming 
market.

(12) Regulatory obligations should be 
imposed at both retail and wholesale level to 
protect the interests of roaming customers, 
since experience has shown that reductions 
in wholesale prices for international roaming 
services may not be reflected in lower retail 
prices for roaming, due to the absence of 
incentives to do so. On the other hand, 
action to reduce the level of retail prices 
without addressing the level of the wholesale 
costs associated with the provision of these 
services could risk disrupting the orderly 
functioning of the international roaming 
market. Particular attention should be paid 
to the risk that smaller, independent or 
newly started operators are offered terms 
for the provision of roaming services that 
impede their ability to compete, to enable 
prompt and appropriate action to be taken 
in case any abuse is ascertained. The 
Commission shall analyse the effects of this 
Regulation on the competitive situation of 
smaller, independent or newly started 
operators.

Justification

To emphasise the need to closely follow any negative impact on competition.

Amendment 6
RECITAL 13

(13) The resulting obligations should take 
effect as soon as possible, while providing 
the operators concerned with a reasonable 

(13) The resulting obligations should take 
effect as soon as possible and apply directly 
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period to adapt their prices and service 
offerings to ensure compliance, and apply 
directly in all Member States.

in all Member States.

Justification

To reflect the amendment of Article 5 of the Commission proposal, providing that regulation 
of retail prices comes into effect after three months instead of the six months proposed by the 
Commission. 

Amendment 7
RECITAL 15

(15) The most effective and proportionate 
mechanism for regulating the level of prices 
for making international roaming calls in 
accordance with the above considerations is 
the setting at Community level of maximum 
per-minute charges at both retail and 
wholesale level.

(15) The most effective and proportionate 
mechanism for regulating the level of prices 
for making international roaming calls in 
accordance with the above considerations is 
the setting at Community level of maximum 
per-minute charges at wholesale level. At 
retail level it is appropriate to set a 
Consumer Protection Tariff that operators 
are obliged to offer to roaming customers. 
This will become the benchmark against 
which other retail offers will be compared, 
thus ensuring fair pricing for consumers. 
The Consumer Protection Tariff should be 
set at a level which guarantees a sufficient 
margin to operators and encourages 
competitive roaming offers at lower rates.

Amendment 8
RECITAL 16

(16) This common mechanism should ensure 
that retail charges for international roaming 
provide a more reasonable reflection of the 
underlying costs involved in the provision of 
the service than has been the case whilst 
allowing operators the freedom to compete 
by differentiating their offerings and 
adapting their pricing structures to market 
conditions and consumer preference.

(16) This common mechanism should ensure 
that retail charges for international roaming 
provide a more reasonable reflection of the 
underlying costs involved in the provision of 
the service than has been the case, by way of 
introducing a set Consumer Protection 
Tariff offered to all roaming customers that 
reflects a reasonable margin over the 
wholesale cost of providing a roaming 
service, whilst allowing operators the 
freedom to compete by differentiating their 
offerings and adapting their pricing 
structures to market conditions and 
consumer preference.
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Amendment 9
RECITAL 18

(18) The maximum price limits should take 
account of the different elements involved 
in the making of an international roaming 
call (including overheads, signalling, call 
origination, transit and termination) and the 
differences in the underlying costs of 
providing international roaming services in 
respect of calls made to a destination within 
a visited country, on the one hand, and calls 
made back to the roaming customer’s home 
country or a third country within the 
Community, on the other.

(18) Any regulation of the market should 
take account of all relevant elements 
involved in the making of an international 
roaming call (including overheads, 
signalling, call origination, transit and 
termination) and the differences in the 
underlying costs of providing international 
roaming services in respect of calls made to 
a destination within a visited country, on the 
one hand, and calls made back to the 
roaming customer’s home country or a third 
country within the Community, on the other. 
For the sake of simplicity, the wholesale 
price limit shall be expressed as a single 
blended maximum.

Amendment 10
RECITAL 19

(19) The maximum price limit for the 
provision of an international roaming call at 
wholesale level should be based on the 
average per-minute mobile termination rate 
for operators with significant market power, 
as such termination rates are already the 
subject of regulatory supervision in 
accordance with the 2002 regulatory 
framework for electronic communications 
and, therefore, should be determined by 
reference to the principle of cost-orientation. 
Given the characteristics of the market for 
call termination on individual public mobile 
networks and the cross-border nature of 
international roaming, they also provide a 
stable basis for regulation that is 
representative of the cost structures of 
mobile networks across the Community. The 
average mobile termination rate provides a 
reliable benchmark for the core cost 
components at wholesale level and a 
maximum wholesale price limit based on an 
appropriate multiple of such an average 
mobile termination rate should therefore 
provide an assurance that the real costs of 
provision of regulated roaming services can 

(19) The maximum charge for the provision 
of an international roaming call at wholesale 
level should be based on the average per-
minute mobile termination rate calculated as 
an average of peak and off-peak rates for 
operators with significant market power, as 
such termination rates are already the subject 
of regulatory supervision in accordance with 
the 2002 regulatory framework for 
electronic communications and, therefore, 
should be determined by reference to the 
principle of cost-orientation. Given the 
characteristics of the market for call 
termination on individual public mobile 
networks and the cross-border nature of 
international roaming, they also provide a 
stable basis for regulation that is 
representative of the cost structures of 
mobile networks across the Community. The 
average mobile termination rate provides a 
reliable benchmark for the core cost 
components at wholesale level and a 
maximum wholesale price limit based on an 
appropriate multiple of such an average 
mobile termination rate should therefore 
provide an assurance that the real costs of 
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be recovered. provision of regulated roaming services can 
be recovered.

Amendment 11
RECITAL 20

(20) The maximum price limit applicable at 
retail level should provide roaming 
customers with the assurance that they will 
not be charged an excessive price when 
making a regulated roaming call, whilst 
leaving the home operators sufficient margin 
to differentiate the products they offer to 
customers.

(20) The Consumer Protection Tariff 
applicable at retail level should provide 
roaming customers with the assurance that 
they will not be charged an excessive price 
when making or receiving a roaming voice 
call, by providing a tariff closely related to 
the cost of providing the service, whilst 
leaving the home operators sufficient margin 
to differentiate the products they offer to 
customers.

Amendment 12
RECITAL 21

(21) Providers of international roaming 
services for calls made while roaming 
abroad as covered by this Regulation 
should have a period within which to adjust 
their retail prices voluntarily to comply with 
the maximum limits provided in this 
Regulation. It is appropriate to allow a 
period of six months for this purpose, to 
permit market players to make the 
necessary adaptations.

deleted

Justification

See justification to recital 13. 

Amendment 13
RECITAL 21

(21) Providers of international roaming 
services for calls made while roaming 
abroad as covered by this Regulation should 
have a period within which to adjust their 
retail prices voluntarily to comply with the 
maximum limits provided in this 
Regulation. It is appropriate to allow a 
period of six months for this purpose, to 
permit market players to make the necessary 

(21) Providers of international roaming 
services for calls made while roaming 
abroad as covered by this Regulation should 
have a period within which to adjust their 
retail prices voluntarily to comply with the 
Consumer Protection Tariff provided in this 
Regulation. It is appropriate to allow a 
period of three months for this purpose, to 
permit market players to make the necessary 
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adaptations. adaptations.

Amendment 14
RECITAL 22

(22) Similarly, a maximum limit should be 
applied to the prices that roaming 
customers may be required to pay for the 
receipt of voice telephony calls while 
roaming abroad within the Community in 
order to ensure that those prices more 
closely reflect the cost of the provision of 
such a service, and to give customers 
greater certainty as to the charges they will 
incur when answering their mobile phone 
abroad. 

deleted

Amendment 15
RECITAL 23

(23) This Regulation should not prejudice 
innovative offerings to consumers which are 
more favourable than the maximum per 
minute charges contained in this 
Regulation.

(23) This Regulation should not prejudice 
innovative offerings to consumers which are 
more favourable than the Consumer 
Protection Tariff contained in this 
Regulation and in fact encourages 
innovative offerings to roaming customers 
at rates below the Consumer Protection 
Tariff. It is important to be clear that this 
Regulation does not require roaming 
charges to be reintroduced in those cases 
where they may have been abolished 
altogether (for example the current market 
that exists on an all island basis between 
the Republic of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland), nor does it require existing 
roaming charges to be maintained.

Amendment 16
RECITAL 23 A (new)

(23a) While traffic steering techniques may 
contribute towards ensuring that roaming 
customers always pay the lowest roaming 
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price available, they could also limit their 
choice.  The roaming customer should 
always be able to manually choose a 
preferred visited network.

Justification

Explains the new Article 6a.

Amendment 17
RECITAL 24

(24) The pricing requirements in this 
Regulation should apply regardless of 
whether roaming customers have a pre-paid 
or a post-paid contract with their home 
provider, to ensure that all users of mobile 
voice telephony may benefit from its 
provisions. 

(24) The pricing requirements in this 
Regulation should apply regardless of 
whether roaming customers have a pre-paid 
or a post-paid contract with their home 
provider, and irrespective of whether the 
home provider is a reseller of mobile voice 
services or not, to ensure that all users of 
mobile voice telephony may benefit from its 
provisions. 

Justification

Clarifies that the Regulation applies also to so called mobile virtual network operators.

Amendment 18
RECITAL 26

(26) In order to improve the transparency of 
retail prices for making and receiving 
roaming calls within the Community and to 
help roaming customers make decisions on 
the use of their mobile telephones while 
abroad, providers of mobile telephony 
services should enable their roaming 
customers easily to obtain information on 
the roaming charges applicable to them in 
the visited Member State concerned, on 
request and free of charge. Transparency 
also requires that providers furnish 
information on roaming charges when 
subscriptions are taken out and that they also 
give their customers periodic updates on 
roaming charges as well as in the event of 

(26) In order to improve the transparency of 
retail prices for making and receiving 
roaming calls within the Community and to 
help roaming customers make decisions on 
the use of their mobile telephones while 
abroad, providers of mobile telephony 
services should enable their roaming 
customers easily to obtain information on 
the roaming charges applicable to them in 
the visited Member State concerned, on 
request and free of charge. Transparency 
also requires that providers furnish 
information on roaming charges when 
subscriptions are taken out and that they also 
give their customers periodic updates on 
roaming charges as well as in the event of 
substantial changes. Also in the interest of 
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substantial changes. transparency, each home provider should 
be required to offer the roaming customer 
as a free service, on request, a personalised 
calculation of the best available choice of 
tariff for him on the basis of his call 
profile.

Justification

To optimise transparency and to strengthen competition in the sector, consumers should be 
able to obtain information easily about the most advantageous tariff for them, tailored to their 
call profile. 

Amendment 19
RECITAL 27

(27) The national regulatory authorities 
which are responsible for carrying out tasks 
under the 2002 regulatory framework for 
electronic communications should have the 
powers needed to supervise and enforce the 
obligations in this Regulation within their 
territory. They should also monitor 
developments in the pricing of voice and 
data services for mobile customers when 
roaming within the Community, in particular 
as regards the specific costs related to 
roaming calls made in the outermost regions 
of the Community and the necessity to 
ensure that these costs can be adequately 
recovered on the wholesale market. They 
should ensure that up-to-date information on 
the application of this Regulation is made 
available to mobile users.

(27) The national regulatory authorities 
which are responsible for carrying out tasks 
under the 2002 regulatory framework for 
electronic communications should have the 
powers needed to supervise and enforce the 
obligations in this Regulation within their 
territory. They should also monitor 
developments in the pricing of voice and 
data services for mobile customers when 
roaming within the Community, in particular 
as regards the specific costs related to 
roaming calls made in the outermost regions 
of the Community and the necessity to 
ensure that these costs can be adequately 
recovered on the wholesale market. They 
should monitor retail price trends for voice 
and data transmission services and ensure 
that reductions in roaming charges under 
this Regulation are not offset by the cost of 
mobile telephone calls within the same 
Member State. They should ensure that up-
to-date information on the application of this 
Regulation is made available to mobile 
users. They should publish the results of 
this monitoring every six months. 
Information should be provided on 
corporate, post-paid and pre-paid 
customers separately.

Amendment 20
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RECITAL 29

(29) The measures necessary for the 
implementation of this Regulation should be 
adopted in accordance with Council 
Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 
laying down the procedures for the exercise 
of implementing powers conferred on the 
Commission1.

(29) The measures necessary for the 
implementation of this Regulation should be 
adopted in accordance with Council 
Decision 1999/468/EC of 28 June 1999 
laying down the procedures for the exercise 
of implementing powers conferred on the 
Commission1.

___________
1 OJ L 184, 17.7.1999, p. 23.

___________
1 OJ L 184, 17.7.1999, p. 23. Decision as amended 
by Decision 2006/512/EC (OJ L200, 22.7.2006, 
p.11).

Justification

Technical amendment regarding new comitology procedure.

Amendment 21
RECITAL 29 A (new)

(29a) In particular, the Commission should 
be empowered to adopt amendments to the 
annexes to this Regulation in order to 
adapt them to technical or market 
developments. Since those measures are of 
general scope and are designed to amend 
non-essential elements of this Regulation, 
they should be adopted in accordance with 
the regulatory procedure with scrutiny 
provided for in Article 5a of Decision 
1999/468/EC.

Justification

See justification to recital 19.

Amendment 22
RECITAL 30

(30) Since the objectives of the proposed 
action, to establish a common mechanism to 
ensure that users of public mobile telephone 
networks when travelling within the 

(30) Since the objectives of the proposed 
action, to establish a common mechanism to 
ensure that users of public mobile telephone 
networks when travelling within the 
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Community do not pay excessive prices for 
international roaming services when making 
or receiving voice calls, thereby achieving a 
high level of consumer protection while 
safeguarding competition between mobile 
operators, cannot be achieved by the Member 
States in a secure, harmonised and timely 
manner and can therefore be better achieved 
at Community level, the Community may 
adopt measures, in accordance with the 
principle of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 
of the Treaty. In accordance with the principle 
of proportionality, as set out in the same 
Article, this Regulation does not go beyond 
what is necessary in order to achieve those 
objectives.

Community do not pay excessive prices for 
international roaming services when making 
or receiving voice calls, by providing a 
maximum default price more closely 
related to the cost of providing the service, 
thereby achieving a high level of consumer 
protection while safeguarding competition 
between mobile operators, cannot be 
achieved by the Member States in a secure, 
harmonised and timely manner and can 
therefore be better achieved at Community 
level, the Community may adopt measures, in 
accordance with the principle of subsidiarity 
as set out in Article 5 of the Treaty. In 
accordance with the principle of 
proportionality, as set out in the same Article, 
this Regulation does not go beyond what is 
necessary in order to achieve those objectives.

Justification

See justification to recital 14.

Amendment 23
ARTICLE 1, PARAGRAPH 1

1. This Regulation introduces a common 
mechanism, called the European Home 
Market Approach, for ensuring that users of 
public mobile telephone networks when 
travelling within the Community do not pay 
excessive prices for international roaming 
services when making calls and receiving 
calls, thereby achieving a high level of 
consumer protection while safeguarding 
competition between mobile operators. It 
lays down rules on the charges that may be 
levied by mobile operators for the provision 
of international roaming services for voice 
calls originating and terminating within the 
Community and applies both to charges 
levied between network operators at 
wholesale level and to charges levied by the 
home provider at retail level.

1. This Regulation introduces a common 
mechanism, called the European Home 
Market Approach, for ensuring that users of 
public mobile telephone networks when 
travelling within the Community do not pay 
excessive prices for international roaming 
services when making calls and receiving 
calls, by providing a Consumer Protection 
Tariff at retail level. It also lays down rules 
to improve the provision of tariff 
information to users of roaming services, 
including data communication services, 
thereby achieving a high level of consumer 
protection while safeguarding competition 
between mobile operators. It lays down rules 
on the charges that may be levied by mobile 
operators for the provision of international 
roaming services for voice calls originating 
and terminating within the Community and 
applies both to charges levied between 
network operators at wholesale level and to 
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charges levied by the home provider at retail 
level.

Amendment 24
ARTICLE 1 A (new)

Article 1a
This Regulation establishes rules in order 
to enhance price transparency and improve 
consumers' information regarding the 
prices of roaming services.

Amendment 25
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (A)

(a) “home provider” means the undertaking 
that provides the roaming customer with 
terrestrial public mobile telephony services 
at retail level;

(a) “home provider” means the undertaking 
that provides the roaming customer with 
terrestrial public mobile telephony services;

Justification

This amendment together with the following amendments to Article 2 aim at simplifying and 
clarifying the definitions proposed by the Commission.

Amendment 26
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (B)

(b) “home network” means the terrestrial 
public mobile network located within a 
Member State and used by the home 
provider for the provision of terrestrial 
public mobile telephony services to the 
roaming customer; 

(b) “home network” means the terrestrial 
public mobile telephony network located 
within a Member State and used by the 
home provider, whether as a reseller or not, 
for the provision of terrestrial public mobile 
telephony services to the roaming customer; 

Justification

To make explicit that mobile virtual network operators are included, as intended by the 
Commission proposal.

Amendment 27
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (C)
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(c) “international roaming” means the use of 
a mobile telephone or other device by a 
roaming customer to make or receive calls, 
while outside the Member State in which the 
customer’s home network is located, by 
means of arrangements between the operator 
of the home network and the operator of the 
visited network;

(c) “international roaming” means the use of 
a mobile device by a roaming customer to 
make or receive voice calls, while outside 
the Member State in which the customer’s 
home network is located, by means of 
arrangements between the operator of the 
home network and the operator of the visited 
network;

Justification

See justification to Article 2, paragraph 2, point (a).

Amendment 28
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (D)

(d) “regulated roaming call” means a 
mobile voice telephony call made by a 
roaming customer, originating on a visited 
network and terminating on a public 
telephone network within the Community;

deleted

Justification

See justification to Article 2, paragraph 2, point (a).

Amendment 29
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (E)

(e) “roaming customer” means a customer of 
a provider of terrestrial public mobile 
telephony services, by means of a terrestrial 
public mobile network situated in the 
Community, who uses a mobile telephone 
or other device to make or to receive calls 
on a visited network by means of 
arrangements between the operator of the 
home network and the operator of the visited 
network;

(e) “roaming customer” means a customer of 
a home provider, irrespective of whether the 
customer has a pre-paid or post-paid 
contract, who uses a mobile device to make 
or to receive voice calls on a visited network 
by means of arrangements between the 
operator of the home network and the 
operator of the visited network;

Justification

See justification to Article 2, paragraph 2, point (a).
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Amendment 30
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (E A) (new)

(ea) "new roaming customers" are 
roaming customers who were not existing 
roaming customers of the relevant home 
provider at the time the obligations in 
Article 4 took effect.

Justification

The definition of “new” and “existing” roaming customers is relevant to the debate of 
whether the proposed Consumer Protection Tariff is opt-in or opt-out or a hybrid of the two. 
The Consumer Protection Tariff should be the default tariff for new customers who do not 
expressly opt for another tariff while, by contrast, it should be available for existing 
customers to opt in. To promote clarity and legal certainty, unambiguous definitions of 
“new” and “existing” customers appear desirable.

Amendment 31
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (E B) (new)

(eb) "existing roaming customers" are 
roaming customers who were already 
roaming customers of the relevant home 
provider at the time the obligations in 
Article 4 took effect.

Justification

See justification to Article 2, paragraph 2, point (ea) (new).

Amendment 32
ARTICLE 2, PARAGRAPH 2, POINT (F)

(f) “visited network” means a terrestrial 
public mobile telephony network situated in 
a Member State other than that of the home 
network and permitting a roaming customer 
to make or receive calls by reason of 
arrangements with the operator of the home 
network.

(f) “visited network” means a terrestrial 
public mobile telephony network situated in 
a Member State other than that of the home 
network and permitting a roaming customer 
to make or receive voice calls by reason of 
arrangements with the operator of the home 
network.

Justification

See justification to Article 2, paragraph 2, point (a).
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Amendment 33
ARTICLE 3, TITLE

Wholesale charges for the making of 
regulated roaming calls

Wholesale charges for the making of 
roaming calls

Amendment 34
ARTICLE 3

The total wholesale charge that the operator 
of a visited network may levy from the 
operator of the roaming customer’s home 
network for the provision of a regulated 
roaming call, including inter alia 
origination, transit and termination, shall 
not exceed the applicable amount per 
minute determined in accordance with 
Annex I.

The average wholesale charge that the 
operator of a visited network may levy from 
the operator of any home network for the 
provision of a roaming voice call shall not 
exceed EUR 0,25 per minute for any period 
starting on 1 September and ending on 
31 August, except for operators licensed in 
the outermost regions of the Community 
that will have to comply with the specific 
caps set forth in the Annex. The average 
wholesale charge shall be calculated on a 
twelve months period.
The average wholesale charge shall be 
calculated by dividing the total wholesale 
roaming revenue received in respect of the 
relevant calls made during the relevant 
period by the corresponding number of 
wholesale roaming minutes.

Justification

An average wholesale cap allows operators flexibility to set different rates to reflect 
differences in the cost of using their network, between peak and off-peak times or across 
different routes for example. Allowing this flexibility incentivises operators to use their 
network as efficiently as possible, sending the right price signals to the market and so 
facilitating the development of competition. Applying a maximum cap is likely to lead to 
uniform wholesale prices set at the maximum permitted level. Specifying an absolute number, 
rather than formulae, for the wholesale cap is simpler and aids transparency and legal 
certainty. The period over which the average is to be measured and the method of calculating 
the average needs to be specified. The dates stated assume that the Regulation is dated 1 July 
2007 and hence wholesale regulation would come into effect 2 months after publication of the 
Regulation. The average must be respected for transactions between any pair of operators to 
ensure that each network operator benefits from the protection of regulated wholesale rates.

Due to their specific costs, the case of outermost regions should be handled separately.
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Amendment 35
ARTICLE 3 A (new)

Article 3a
A terrestrial public mobile telephony 
network situated in a Member State shall 
make available to all other terrestrial public 
mobile telephony networks within the 
Community wholesale roaming services for 
voice calls, Short Message Service (SMS) 
and data transfer.

Justification

The Commission’s regulation would ensure that wholesale roaming charges are set at 
reasonable levels. However, there is no requirement on operators to offer wholesale roaming 
services to other operators. Some operators may decide in future not to offer roaming services 
to their rivals in other countries, taking the view that the competitive harm done to rivals is 
worth more than the (regulated) profit foregone. In many cases, operators have no option but 
to buy wholesale roaming services from their direct competitors. Without an obligation to 
supply, some operators, especially smaller operators, may find they are unable to get 
wholesale roaming services at all. As the Commission recognizes at recitals 4 and 6, national 
regulatory authorities have been unable to address effectively the wholesale market failures 
in international roaming. This Regulation must contain powers to ensure that wholesale 
roaming services are available.

Amendment 36
ARTICLE 4, TITLE

Retail charges for the making of regulated 
roaming calls

Consumer Protection Tariff

Amendment 37
ARTICLE 4

Subject to Article 5, the total retail charge, 
excluding VAT, which a home provider 
may levy from its roaming customer for the 
provision of a regulated roaming call may 
not exceed 130% of the applicable 
maximum wholesale charge for that call 
determined in accordance with Annex I. 
The charge limits in this Article shall 
include any fixed elements associated with 
the provision of regulated roaming calls, 
such as call set up charges or opt-in fees. 

Subject to Articles 2, 4a and 5, all new 
roaming customers shall receive the 
Consumer Protection Tariff by default, but 
shall have an opportunity to opt out of the 
Consumer Protection Tariff in favour of an 
alternative tariff without financial penalty. 
All existing roaming customers shall have 
the opportunity to opt in to the Consumer 
Protection Tariff without financial penalty. 
The Consumer Protection Tariff rates shall 
be EUR 0,50 per minute to make a roaming 
voice call within the Community and EUR 
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0,25 per minute to receive a voice call while 
roaming in the Community.

Justification

This amendment intends to increase flexibility and legal certainty while retaining the high 
level of consumer protection. 

Amendment 38
ARTICLE 4 A (new)

Article 4a
Arrangements for application of the 

Consumer Protection Tariff
1. The Consumer Protection Tariff, as 
defined in Article 4, shall automatically 
apply to new roaming customers of a home 
provider unless the new roaming customers 
explicitly indicate that they do not wish to 
come under that tariff but wish to make use 
of another tariff offered.
2. The Consumer Protection Tariff, as 
defined in Article 4, shall apply to existing 
roaming customers only if the customers 
freely and explicitly choose that option.
3. All customers shall be unambiguously 
informed about the above options.
4. The information on and the action of 
opting in and opting out shall be simple 
and free of charge.

Justification

New roaming customers can immediately make use of a Consumer Protection Tariff unless 
they do not wish to do so. Automatic inclusion of all existing roaming customers in a 
Consumer Protection Tariff scheme would create practical problems for both home providers 
and customers. But existing roaming customers must have the option of transferring to the 
Consumer Protection Tariff if they so wish. The home provider should inform all customers of 
this in a thorough, simple and cost-free way.

Amendment 39
ARTICLE 5, TITLE

Timing of application of maximum retail 
charge limits for regulated roaming calls

Timing of application of the Consumer 
Protection Tariff
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Justification

A Consumer Protection Tariff scheme (CPT) is preferable to a scheme that operates with an 
absolute ceiling (‘cap’), because it not only offers the consumer proper protection but also 
leaves more space for competition, which is also likely to benefit the consumer.

Amendment 40
ARTICLE 5

The obligations in Article 4 shall take effect 
six months after the entry into force of this 
regulation.

The obligations in Article 4 shall take effect 
three months after the entry into force of this 
regulation.

Amendment 41
ARTICLE 6

Article 6
Retail charges for the receipt of calls while 

roaming in the Community
The total retail charge, excluding VAT, 
which a home provider may levy from its 
roaming customer in respect of the receipt 
by that customer of voice telephony calls 
while roaming on a visited network shall 
not exceed, on a per minute basis, 130% of 
the average mobile termination rate 
published pursuant to Article 10(3). The 
charge limits in this Article shall include 
any fixed elements associated with the 
provision of regulated roaming calls, such 
as one-off charges or opt-in fees.

deleted

Justification

Merged into Article 4.

Amendment 42
ARTICLE 6 A (new)

Article 6a
Traffic steering

Traffic steering techniques shall not be 
employed to hinder roaming customers 
from manually choosing a visited network. 
Such a choice shall remain operative until 
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the roaming customer has switched off the 
device or has left the visited network.

Justification

See justification to recital 23a.

Amendment 43
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 1

1. Each home provider shall provide to its 
roaming customer on request personalised 
pricing information on the retail charges 
that apply to the making and receipt of calls 
by that customer in the visited Member 
State.

1. Each home provider shall, without undue 
delay, send its roaming customer, when 
providing the customer with the requested 
network, an SMS message with the 
applicable Consumer Protection Tariffs. 
The message shall also include a telephone 
number that consumers can call by mobile 
phone, on which full information on the 
applicable roaming charges is made 
available.
Each home provider shall offer its roaming 
customers the opportunity of opting simply 
and free of charge to cease to receive such 
information.
Home providers shall on request offer blind 
or visually impaired customers the same 
information in spoken form.

Justification

Consumers receive by one simple text message (of 160 characters) the basic information on 
the Consumer Protection Tariff and freephone for further roaming tariff information. This 
avoids overloading consumers with information that if they see the need they can get from a 
freephone number. Consumers also get the chance to decline such information simply and 
free of charge. Lastly the needs of blind and visually impaired people are taken into account.

Amendment 44
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 2

2. The customer may choose to make such a 
request by means of a mobile voice call or 
by sending an SMS (Short Message 
Service), in either case to a number 
designated for this purpose by the home 
provider, and may choose to receive the 
information either during the course of that 

2. Where the information provided in 
accordance with paragraph 1 does not 
include information on roaming charges 
on all networks in the Member State in 
which the customer is roaming, the 
customer may request such information to 
be additionally supplied without undue 
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call or by SMS (in the latter case without 
undue delay).

delay. Providers may fulfil the roaming 
customer's request either by providing 
information during the course of that call or 
by SMS, taking full account of the needs of 
blind and partially sighted customers.

Justification

The roaming customer should be entitled to request information relevant to voice call 
roaming tariffs in the visited Member State, for all networks in that Member State, in order to 
be able to compare tariffs and select the network with the better offer. 

Amendment 45
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 3

3. The information service referred to above 
shall be provided free of charge, both as 
regards the making of the request and the 
receipt of the information requested.

3. The information services referred to 
above shall be provided free of charge, both 
as regards the making of the request, if any, 
and the receipt of the information requested.

Amendment 46
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 4

4. The personalised pricing information 
referred to in this Article shall be the 
charges applicable under the tariff scheme of 
the roaming customer concerned to the 
making and receipt of calls on any visited 
network in the Member State in which the 
customer is roaming.

4. The pricing information referred to in 
paragraph 1 shall summarise in a 
standardised format the charges, inclusive 
of VAT, applicable under the tariff scheme 
of the roaming customer concerned to the 
making and receipt of voice calls on the 
visited network in the Member State in 
which the customer is roaming. Home 
providers shall submit the standardised 
format they intend to use to their national 
regulatory authorities.
The complete pricing information referred 
to in paragraph 2 shall comprise the 
charges applicable under the tariff scheme 
of the roaming customer concerned to the 
making and receipt of voice calls and to the 
sending and receipt of data on the visited 
network in the Member State in which the 
customer is roaming to any destination 
within the Community. The information 
will highlight differences in peak and off-
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peak rates or any other temporal variations.

Amendment 47
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 5

5. Home providers shall provide new 
customers with full information on 
applicable roaming charges when 
subscriptions are taken out. Home providers 
shall also provide updates on applicable 
roaming charges to their customers on a 
periodic basis and, in addition, each time 
there is a substantial change in these 
charges.

5. Home providers shall, without undue 
delay following every publication as 
referred to in Article 10(3), provide each 
customer with full information on applicable 
roaming charges.  That information shall 
include the per minute price currently 
payable by the customer for roaming voice 
calls and also the price per roaming SMS, 
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) and 
unit of data, where applicable. New 
customers shall be given such information 
in writing when subscriptions are taken out. 
Home providers shall also include updates 
on applicable roaming charges to their 
customers when they provide information 
on tariffs or changes thereto generally, and 
when roaming charges are changed. 
Current roaming charges shall be featured 
prominently on the website of the home 
provider at all times.

Amendment 48
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 5 A (new)

5a. Home providers shall take clear and 
definitive steps to secure the awareness of 
all their roaming customers of the 
availability of the Consumer Protection 
Tariff. They shall in particular send a 
communication to each such customer 
within 2 months of the entry into force of 
this Regulation describing the Consumer 
Protection Tariff in a clear and unbiased 
manner, and a reminder at set intervals 
thereafter. They shall also include clear 
information on the detail and the 
availability of the Consumer Protection 
Tariff with all billing information to be 
made available for the first 12 months of 
the Regulation entering into force.
Roaming customers shall be able to opt in 
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and out of roaming offers without undue 
delay and free of charge an unlimited 
number of times.

Amendment 49
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 5 B (new)

5b. Each home provider shall be required 
to offer for the benefit of roaming 
customers, on their request, a free service 
in which they can request a personalised 
estimate of the most suitable tariff option 
available to them in relation to their call 
profile.

Justification

To ensure optimum transparency and increase competition in the sector, consumers must be 
able to obtain information on the tariff most advantageous to them, in relation to their 
consumer’s call profile.

Amendment 50
ARTICLE 7, PARAGRAPH 5 C (new)

5c. With a view to creating optimum 
transparency and a clear source of 
information on tariff levels that can be 
consulted in advance by users, national 
regulators shall provide for the 
establishment of a price simulator that can 
estimate the expected roaming costs for the 
various operators. Such simulators must be 
mutually linked at European level.

Justification

In the interest of optimum transparency there is a need for consumers to be able to estimate 
their roaming costs in advance and find out which operator can give them the best price by 
means of a simulator. This simulator must be set up by the national regulator to safeguard the 
impartiality of the information. In due course such simulators must be mutually linked to 
ensure greater transparency in the market throughout the Union. Such a simulator is 
technically feasible, on the lines of the one on the GSM Association’s website. 

Amendment 51
ARTICLE 8, PARAGRAPH 1

1. National regulatory authorities shall 1. National regulatory authorities shall 
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monitor and supervise compliance with this 
Regulation within their territory.

monitor and supervise compliance with this 
Regulation within their territory. They shall 
in particular monitor compliance with the 
average prices for calls made and received, 
on the basis of the total retail roaming 
prices charged and the total number of 
roaming minutes for calls made and 
received. 

Amendment 52
ARTICLE 8, PARAGRAPH 5

5. National regulatory authorities shall make 
up-to-date information pertaining to the 
application of this Regulation publicly 
available in a manner that enables interested 
parties to have easy access to that 
information.

5. National regulatory authorities shall make 
up-to-date information pertaining to the 
application of this Regulation publicly 
available in a manner that enables interested 
parties to have easy access to that 
information. They shall monitor 
developments in wholesale and retail prices 
for the provision to roaming customers of 
voice and data communications services, 
including SMS and MMS, in particular but 
not limited to developments in the 
outermost regions of the Community as 
regards the specific costs related to 
roaming calls made in such regions and the 
necessity to ensure that they can be 
adequately recovered on the wholesale 
market, and shall publicise the results of 
such monitoring every 12 months. 
Information shall be provided on corporate, 
post-paid and pre-paid customers 
separately. 

(See amendment for Article 8 paragraph 6)

Justification

Merger of Article 8, paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Commission proposal, and reinforcement of 
obligations of national regulatory authorities to monitor application of the Regulation and to 
make the results available to all.

The obligation regarding monitoring of the Regulation is described very broadly 
("...pertaining to the application...").  That could lead to disparate information being made 
available across the Community.  A core set of data to be collected and made public in each 
Member State should therefore be identified and included before the Regulation is finalised.
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Amendment 53
ARTICLE 8, PARAGRAPH 6

6. National regulatory authorities shall 
monitor developments in wholesale and 
retail prices for the provision to roaming 
customers of voice and data 
communications services, including the 
Short Message Service (SMS) and the 
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), in 
particular in the outermost regions of the 
Community, and shall communicate the 
results of such monitoring to the 
Commission on request.

deleted

(See amendment for Article 8 paragraph 5)

Justification

Merged with Article 8, paragraph 5.

Amendment 54
ARTICLE 8, PARAGRAPH 6 A (new)

6a. The national regulatory authorities 
shall ensure that reductions in roaming 
charges under this Regulation are not 
offset by the costs of mobile telephone calls 
within the same Member State.

Amendment 55
ARTICLE 8, PARAGRAPH 8

8. The out-of-court dispute resolution 
procedures established in conformity with 
Article 34 of Directive 2002/22/EC shall 
also be available to deal with unresolved 
disputes involving consumers and (if 
applicable under national law) other end-
users concerning issues included in this 
Regulation.

8. The out-of-court dispute resolution 
procedures established in conformity with 
Article 34 of Directive 2002/22/EC shall 
also be available to deal with unresolved 
disputes involving roaming customers who 
are consumers and (if applicable under 
national law) other roaming customers 
concerning issues included in this 
Regulation.

Justification

Minor technical adjustments to reflect that the Regulation deals with roaming customers.
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Amendment 56
ARTICLE 10, PARAGRAPH 5

5. Undertakings subject to the requirements 
of this Regulation shall ensure that any 
changes to their charges which are required 
to ensure compliance with Articles 3, 4 and 
6 take effect within two months from each 
publication pursuant to the preceding 
paragraphs of this Article. 

5. Undertakings subject to the requirements 
of this Regulation shall ensure that any 
changes to their charges which are required 
to ensure compliance with Articles 3 and 4 
take effect within two months from each 
publication pursuant to the preceding 
paragraphs of this Article. 

Justification

To conform to deletion of Article 6.

Amendment 57
ARTICLE 10, PARAGRAPH 6

6. Amendments necessary to adapt Annex II 
to technical or market developments shall be 
adopted by the Commission, acting in 
accordance with the procedure referred to in 
Article 13(3).

6. Amendments designed to adapt non-
essential elements of Annex II to technical 
or market developments shall be adopted in 
accordance with the regulatory procedure 
with scrutiny referred to in Article 13(2a).

Justification

New comitology procedure.

Amendment 58
ARTICLE 12, TITLE

Review procedure Review procedure and Commission reports

Justification

Three separate Commission reporting obligations have been added.

Amendment 59
ARTICLE 12

The Commission shall review the 1. The Commission shall review the 
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functioning of this Regulation and report to 
the European Parliament and the Council no 
later than two years after the date of its entry 
into force. In its report the Commission 
shall include its reasoning regarding the 
continued need for regulation or the 
possibility of its repeal, in the light of 
developments in the market and with 
regard to competition. For this purpose, the 
Commission may request information from 
the Member States and the national 
regulatory authorities, which shall be 
supplied without undue delay.

functioning of this Regulation and report to 
the European Parliament and the Council no 
later than two years after the date of its entry 
into force. That report shall include a 
detailed analysis of the continued need for 
regulation and shall be accompanied, if 
necessary, by the appropriate legislative 
proposals. For this purpose, the Commission 
may request information from the Member 
States and the national regulatory 
authorities, which shall be supplied without 
undue delay.

Justification

To provide some additional detail to the review report and align the language to standard 
formulations.

Amendment 60
ARTICLE 12, PARAGRAPH 1 A (new)

1a. The Commission shall continually 
follow price developments in the market for 
data communications, including SMS and 
MMS. It shall present a report on 
developments in that market by  ...1. That 
report shall include a proposal for 
intervention, if considered necessary, and 
shall give exhaustive reasons for any action 
proposed. Any such proposal may also be 
presented separately, whenever warranted 
by market developments or a lack thereof.
__________
1 12 months of the date of entry into force of this 
Regulation.

Justification

To enable prompt regulation if necessary on data communications which the present lack of 
data does not allow. 

Amendment 61
ARTICLE 12, PARAGRAPH 1 B (new)
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1b. The Commission shall analyse the 
effects of this Regulation on the competitive 
situation of smaller, independent or newly 
started operators. It shall present a report 
by ... 1. That report shall include a proposal 
for intervention, if considered necessary. 
Any such proposal may also be presented 
separately, whenever warranted by market 
developments or a lack thereof.
__________
1 12 months of the date of entry into force of this 
Regulation.

Justification

To enable prompt regulation if necessary on to counteract any negative effects on 
competition. 

Amendment 62
ARTICLE 12, PARAGRAPH 1 C (new)

1c. The Commission shall publish an 
annual report on developments within the 
Community in the area covered by this 
Regulation.

Justification

To provide for a broader annual review. 

Amendment 63
ARTICLE 12 A (new)

Article 12a
This Regulation shall expire three years 
after the date of its entry into force. After 
this period the industry and the EU should 
strive to establish a real Internal Market 
for mobile telephone services, providing a 
free choice for consumers to avail 
themselves of a telephone contract with any 
operator in the EU,  without the obligation 
to live in the member state of that operator.
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Justification

If the market is fully competitive in three years, Regulation will no longer be necessary. 

Amendment 64
ARTICLE 13, PARAGRAPH 2 A (new)

2a. Where reference is made to this 
paragraph, Article 5a(1) to (4), and Article 
7 of Decision 1999/468/EC shall apply, 
having regard to the provisions of Article 8 
thereof.

Justification

New comitology procedure. 

Amendment 65
ANNEX I, TITLE

Wholesale charges for the making of 
regulated roaming calls referred to in 

Article 3

Wholesale charges for the making of certain 
roaming calls referred to in Article 3

Amendment 66
ANNEX I, PARAGRAPH 1, INTRODUCTORY PART

The total wholesale charges that the operator 
of a visited network may levy from the 
operator of the roaming customer's home 
network for the making of a regulated 
roaming call originating on that visited 
network shall not exceed, on a per-minute 
basis, an amount equal to the average mobile 
termination rate published pursuant to 
Article 10(3) multiplied:

Where applicable, the total wholesale 
charges that the operator of a visited 
network may levy from the operator of the 
roaming customer's home network for the 
making of a roaming call originating on that 
visited network shall not exceed, on a per-
minute basis, an amount equal to the average 
mobile termination rate published pursuant 
to Article 10(3) multiplied:

Amendment 67
ANNEX II, POINT (4 A) (new)
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(4a) For mobile operators licensed in the 
outermost regions of the Community, the 
relevant average mobile termination rate  
shall be the 75th percentile average of the 
MTRs of these operators for 2006, itself 
weighted on the basis of the total incoming 
voice traffic achieved by these operators 
over that year in the outermost regions. The 
relevant average charge for wholesale 
roaming services shall be calculated 
accordingly.

Justification

The specific case of operators licensed in outermost regions of the Community is also 
addressed in order to ensure that these operators can recover their costs.
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